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Gary P. Bowen  
Finance/Economics

Deborah Brown  
EPS/Management

Lizette Blash  
EPS/Marketing

Donald Bush  
Accounting

Kimberly J. Byrd  
Marketing

Keri F. Cairns  
Accounting

Nancy Campbell  
Communications

Maria Isabel Canaval  
Marketing/IBS

Joseph D. Cancilla  
Accounting

Gonzalo Cantareno  
Accounting

Kimberly M. Carter  
Communications
Gwynne M. Cleary
Marketing

Jose Coballasi

Adam J. Collins
Accounting

Jorge Colmer
Economics

Michelle J. Conlon
Accounting

Jeffrey Conners
Marketing/Management

Robert E. Conrad
Finance/Investment

David R. Conti
Finance/Investment

Kara B. Cooney
Marketing/Comm

Danielle M. Cote
Marketing

Michele A. Cote
Accounting

Claire Coustar
Finance/Investment
Karen L. Ellis  
Finance/Investment

Ivy S. Eng  
EPS/Management

Matthew E. Eng  
Finance/Investment

Kyle A. Erickson  
Finance

Christopher A. Farris  
Accounting

Daniel J. Field  
Finance

Mario A. Finocchiaro  
Marketing/Comm

Meredith J. Fishman  
Management/EPS

Melissa L. Foster  
Finance

Scott Foster  
Finance/Investment

Teresa D. Fraga

Nick Furci  
Accounting
Barbara A Gagliardi  
Accounting

Dana M Gaughan  
Marketing/Comm

Matthew T Gavigan  
Accounting

Jennifer Gerold

Alicia H Gerrits

Christina C Giguere  
QTM/Marketing

Marika Godfredsen

Tina V Goerigk

Diego F Gomez  
Marketing/IBS

Kevin M Gosciak  
Marketing

David M Gottlieb  
EPS/Management

Dana L Gouveia  
Management
Kelly A Herrala
Ira M Hirsch
EPS/Marketing
Nicola Heslop
Martin C Houghton
EPS/Economics
Kristi J Hummel
Management
Erol M Irez
MIS/Finance
Erik H Isbrandtsen
Finance/Investment
Christy-Rae Jacobsen
Marketing
Heather Jameson
Jennifer L Jeffrey
Management/EPS
Kevin J Johnston
Accounting
John C Joyce
Richard D. Mazzocchi Jr.
Holly A. McCormack
EPS/Management
Robert R. McCormick
Accounting
David C. McEachern
Accounting

Kerry J. McLaughlin
Marketing
Christopher M. McManus
Accounting
David W. McNair
Economics/MIS
Robyn J. Medeiros

Jennifer K. Meyer
Howard J. Miller
Finance/Investments
Jason W. Miller
Marketing/EPS
Scott T. Milner
Miguel A. Miranda
Finance

George Modinos

Monica Morales-Munoz
Finance/Economics

Lynne M. Morrill
Accounting

Jennifer A. Morris
Marketing

Stephen G. Morris
MIS

Anne-Marie Mortarelli
Marketing

Laura M. Moruzzi
Finance

Lisa Y. Moy
MIS

David Mugrabi

Cheryl L. Nesta
Accounting

Charles J. Neumann
Accounting
Mark J. Piccirillo  
Accounting

James R. Poirier  
Accounting/Economics

Inna Politseymako  
Accounting

James N. Polymeros  
Accounting

Joseph B. Powell  
EPS/MIS

Tara L. Powers  
Marketing

Ian J. Pratt  
Marketing

Mark A. Rado  
Economics/EPS

David B. Ragins  
Finance/Investment

Casey E. Rapp  
Marketing

Wendy Raymond  
Management/EPS

John J. Reilly Jr.
Christine M. Russo  
Dianne L. Saas  
Marketing  
Frank J. Sabaj Jr.  
Marketing  
Stephanie L. Sage  
Accounting  

Kevin Sampson  
Accounting  
Douglas E. Sarno  
Economics/Management  
Konstantin Savicevic  
Christopher S. Schofield  
Marketing  

Dinesh N. Sellamuttu  
Management  
Peter B. Settel  
Finance  
Michelle L. Sevigny  
Marketing  
Eric K. Seward  
Investments
David W. Stanton  
Finance/INV/Economics

Larissa Starosielski  
Marketing

Christopher A. Stolk  
EPS/Marketing

Tonya M. Strange  
Marketing

Peter H. Stratton Jr.  
Marketing

Lee A. Streu  
Marketing

Eric S. Sullivan  
Marketing/Communications

Jacqueline A. Sullivan  
Marketing/Communications

Steven Tagliente  
Finance/Investments

Sandra Taibancharit  
International Business

Glenn L. Tan  
International Business

Marianne N. Tan  
Marketing/Communications
Gregory Tchomlekjdjogfou  
Marketing

Paul P. Theophilopoulos  
Marketing

Amy M. Thomas  
Marketing

Julie A. Tienken  
Accounting

Pamela A. Tiley  
Accounting

Kerri D. Toland  
Marketing/Communications

Amy R. Toll  
Accounting

Drew M. Trivisonno  
Accounting

Vasiliki P. Tsapralis  
Finance/Investment

Justin S. Tulman  
Marketing

John E. Uistring  
Econ/EPS/FIN

Mark W. Underwood
Jennifer A. Wardell
Accounting

Thomas B. Watts
Finance/Investments

Patricia Francia Walch

Joel A. Weitzman
Finance/Investments

Christopher J. Welburn
Finance/Investments

Amy C. White
Finance

Timothy M. White
Finance/Investments

Wendy Wilcox
EPS/Marketing/Law

Shakenna K. Williams

Matthew T. Winer

Frances J. Wong

Douglas M. Wood

Class of 1994 31
December Graduates Not Pictured

Yann G. Borgstedt
Kerri J. Coughlin
Cyrus E. Dallin II
Donna J. DeMocker
Kristen E. Dollney
Domibique D. Furci
Vassilis A. Kefalas

Kyung-Min Kim
Takako Kuchina
Seok W. Kwak
Christopher C La Bruzzo
Peter C. Lau
Sylvia R. Lorenzo
Francisco A. Martinez

Ana Christina Massa
Joel O. Orcutt
Michael T. Reategui
Maria Rodriguez
Kevin A. Stamm
Mark E. Yadisernia
Senior Photophobics

Stephen P. Alienello Jr.
Yolimar Arbelo
Gary P. Barr
Carolyn M. Basler
Mark L. Bejar
Sophie Binier
Casey E. Birtwell
Eric R. Brightman
Nancy E. Burkinshaw
Ciel R. Caldwell
Kiran C. Chhabria
Michael A. Clouser
Andres G. Coles
David R. Conti
Robert A. Crawford
Gia M. DelGreco
Arthur J. Dembro
Paula A. Dettorre
Jeffrey D. Dorf
Sophia V. Elefther
Daniel J. Entwistle
Adolfo J. Esquivel
David M. Fick
Sean W. Fielding
Daniel I. Freedman
Sascha C. Frohlich
Viraj C. Gandhi
Jon M. Garvin
Humberto J. Gonzalez Jr.
Corey A. Grammas
Lisa M. Harms
Ravi R. Hemmani
Christos Karvounis
Athanasios Kavoukas
Nicole A. Kefalas
Todd C. Komanetsky
Akiko Konishi
Brian R. Kunz
Christopher A. Lee
Steven Lee
Stephen C. Lyttleton
Salvatore Mansuetto
Lystra Z. Marquez
Brian A. Marsh
John N. McIntyre Jr.
Craig S. McKenny
Ian H. Merriam
Fredrick H. Miller
Raquel Moragues
Manuel M. Morganti
Juan Alvaro Munilla
Niloofar Niroumand-Sabet
Amman Otsmane-Tani
Sang-Won Ro
Eric M. Rodden
Jose E. Rohm
Kyle C. Romeo
Seth D. Rudolph
John D. Scheffler
Steven L. Schimmel
Michael P. Sepso
Susanne L. Sheil
George A. Stefadouros
Ernesto M. Suarez
Ivor J. Subotic
Jason W. Sulzmann
Torben Svenningsen
Khai C. Tran
Miguel A. Triay III
John L. Trotter
Panos Vafias
Leon Valera
Dan Vassett
Josephine Vinciquerra
David P. Woelfel
Rodger Babson was working for the Department of Labor for Woodrow Wilson when he conceived the idea of founding Babson Institute.
Amy Brownell
Amanda Chan
John Cloonan
Brett Costello

Loren D’Andrea
Melanie Desses

Todd Durocher
Jonathan Dussault

Sarah Dyer
Derek Finkelman
Carolyn Flaherty
Marta Franca

James Francis
Yat Fung
Lisa Hachey
Anand Hemnani
On September 13, 1919 Babson Institute opened. It was first located in the former home of Roger and Grace Knight Babson at 21 Abbott Road.
In 1920 Babson moved to the BSO office building on Washington Street near the Wellesley Hills RR Station. This property was valued at $60.00.
Mustard Hall was built in 1923. It was Babson's first building; named after Roger Babson's only child Edith Babson Mustard.
Knight Auditorium was built in 1923, and was a gift from Mrs. Grace Babson, named in honor of her father Richard Knight, a Congregationalist minister.
Shawn Wells
David Werblow

Gabriel Wescheke
Shari Witkin

Jennifer Wejcek
Thomas Wojewoda

Emel Yalter
Emma Yates

Walter Zemrock

Peavey Gymnasium and Dining Hall Began to be constructed in October 23, 1923; the total building cost was $27,500.
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FRESHMEN
Park Manor South was once called the Babson Park Clubhouse. It housed 33 students who dined formally in dining rooms with waitresses.
The Coleman Map Building was built to house Roger Babson's Great Relief Map, and is located on the highest altitude of the Babson Campus.
The construction of the Great Relief Map lasted for over fifteen years.
Kerri-Lee Klett
Alexander Krashenny

Sangita Kuba
William Lerner

James Lightburn
Kenneth Locke
Pablo Londono
Betsey Longsjo

Jennifer Longley
Steven Lubelczyk
Amy McIntyre
Vanessa Marino

Rebecca Marlowe
Lori Martin
Kimberly McBride
Amanda McCauley
Tomasso Hall was once the Isaac Newton Library.

Adrian McCoy
Jonathan McGowan
Nicole Migneault
Lawrence Mok

Kenneth Mollicone
Richard Morrow

Russell Mayer
Paul Najarian

Christopher Nicotra
Kevin Nolan
Danielle O'Brien
Brian O'Connor
Miyuki Okamoto
Christine Okun

David Onorato
Karen Ostrowsky

Maria Andrea Paiz
Tyson Pathak
Scott Pollack
Jeannette Price

Laura Renna
Michael Reyes
Nicholas Richio
Alba Rodriguez

Gillian Rogers
Marla Rosen
Heidi Rubin
Adriana Sancovsky
Around 1924-1926 Nichols was a Buick dealership.

Amber Satagaj
Stephen Scavone
Selim Sezer
Tom Shelley

Zachary Shepard
Nicole Silva

Rebekah Silva
Ruth Siporin

Laura Smith
Saukeyna Spencer
Rebecca Starbuck
Jake Szufnarowski
The tuition for Babson during the years of 1935-1944 was $2000; this was very high compared to the average of $400!
Welcome to
FESTIVAL
OF THE
WORLD
ACTIVITIES
Couch-A-Thon

Ted stays bundled up while waiting for a donation.

The Theta Chi brothers camped out in front of Trim from 4:00 pm on Thursday December 2 to 6:00 pm Saturday December 4 to raise money for the Make-A-Wish Foundation. This organization fulfills the favorite wishes of children with life threatening or terminal illnesses. The brother’s fifty hours of dedication raised a record setting amount for the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

Theta Chi brothers Mike, Kevin, and Jamie camp outside in freezing cold weather out of dedication to their brothers and their cause.
Theta Chi brothers set up a make-shift living room in front of Trim to help the Make-A-Wish Foundation.

A benevolent soul adds to the contributions.

Chris Nelson, the organizer of the Couch-A-Thon, takes a break with his fellow brothers to pose for a picture.
Festival of The World

A picture perfect Panamanian.

And of course, there has to be representation for the place we can call "home," if only for four years.

A caricaturist adds his personal touch the fun and excitement of the annual event.
Representative of Babson's internationality, Multicultural Weekend brought the nations together under one roof. As cultural awareness is emphasized, the stage is set for a better understanding of various cultures.

How can anyone resist a clown bearing flowers?

Come and try a Vietnamese eggroll, before they roll away!

The Festival was great way for students to make their Spring Break plans.
In October '94 the gym was transformed into an absolutely beautiful setting for the 1st Annual Harvest Ball. The dance floor filled as a live band played out the tunes. SGA and all the other organizations who helped to prepare for this special event certainly did a wonderful job. Many thanks to them for a job well done.

D.P.
Drink, Drank, Drunk
What other events can dominate a student's life more than alcohol consumption? Not too many. Drinking games are perhaps the most popular in-door "sporting" events on any college campus. In addition to some animalistic behavior, beer drinking has caused many fine students to miss the dreaded 8 a.m. class. However, beer drinkers who enjoy their "sport" would not have it any other way.

—L.P.
Valentine’s Dance
The Valentine’s Dance was held at the Weston Hotel in Copley Place, Boston. The record breaking number of attendees was the cause for the overcrowded bus rides. Despite all the chaos, everyone eventually arrived at the Hotel. Probably the only downfall of the evening was the not so free drinks for those who wanted it. In spite of the terrible bus rides and cramped dance floor, those who came will concede that it was a great night out for all.
Spring Break ’94

Kevin Johnston overlooking Diamond Head Crater in Oahu, Hawaii.

Who could ask for more? Boozing it up in Daytona Beach, FL.

At Carlos & Charlie’s in Cancun are, from left, Garrett Rent, John Dussault, Joe Balzano, Jason Jones & Jeff Short.

Marci and her pals chose to spend their money at Margarita Island.
On a cross country trip, Sarah Walsh, Heidi Lange & Jon Lawson ended up somewhere in Arizona.

Sarah, Jon & Heidi in Brecken Ridge, Colorado, on their way to the Grand Canyon (their trip had a mission).
Parent's Weekend

Laura Smith and her mother enjoy a terrific brunch in Trim Dining Hall.

Becca Silva and her parents wake up early (for a Saturday) to listen to President Glavin's welcoming address to the parents. These are just a very small representation of the artistic ability that exists among the students and faculty of Babson; the works were displayed during the art show on Saturday April 9th.
Betsey Longsjo and her whole family take part in the Parent's Weekend activities by going to Trim to eat an extraordinarily good meal.

Trim was filled with live music that was provided by a jazz band who entertained students and parents alike during the Saturday morning brunch.

Student businesses had an opportunity to sell their wares during the Student Business Fair; just one of the many activities that were part of a fun-filled Parent's Weekend.
Babson Dance Ensemble
Fall 1993

Here come those sexy Pink Ladies, Jazzing their way into your hearts with Nancy as their leader.

Now let's travel to Copaland... Copacabana. Dana and Michel wow us with their Meringue skills.
What a way to describe a car. Look at the excitement of those fearless T-birds. Feel the shock of their *Grease Lightning*.

"Put your hands all over my body." Our dancers made your wildest dreams come true with their portrayal of Madonna's *Erotica*.

Hear come the Copa-girls. Let your mind go with them to a place of romance and excitement.

And here's... John. That is Michel "John Travolta" Hagenaar leading his T-birds and Pink Ladies in this *Grease* fantasy.
Before we all came to college, we thought life would be great once we did get to college. Being away from home meant freedom, fun, and parties. We were right, weren't we? Life in a dorm is an experience everyone should go through at least once in their life. What could be more exciting than roommates, hall parties, common bathrooms, study lounges, and those thrilling middle-of-the-night fire alarms in sub-zero weather? What do you think?

— L.P.
LET IT SNOW

Snow, snow, and more snow. Old Man Winter came and never left. My only memory of the last year was snow. For the most part, we were all waiting for the blessed day when spring would arrive. The snow, the cold, and the ice would be replaced by sunshine, flowers and warmth. But there were also those who thrived in the winter weather, building snowmen and trampling through the snow-covered campus.

— L.P.
Let it snow, Let it snow!
That's What Friends Are For

"Keep smilin' Keep shining, knowing you can always count on me, for sure ..."
How did Babson students deal with stress???

For #1 they exhausted their frustrations by beating the *#@! out of a car! This activity was sponsored by CAB.

L.P.
Halloween

Have Babson students been known to miss the chance to go crazy? Halloween gave many a good excuse to let down their hair, and trade in jeans and T-shirts for costumes, wigs, and make-up. The main idea: incognito.

— L.P.
BABSON DANCE ENSEMBLE
The Babson Dance Ensemble's 1993-1994 year was a milestone season for the group and filled with many emotions. It is the time to say farewell to the members who created the BDE that the Babson community has grown to love and enjoy. Seniors Deb Chafin, Nancy Boudreau, Suzanne Rizza, and Kim Byrd were freshmen when the BDE performed only its third show to a crowd that seems empty in comparison to its current audiences.

As president, Deb, and her fellow officers, including Nancy and Sue, built the BDE from being unknown to a recognized and praised organization which held the title of 'Organization of the Year' under their leadership. It was at this point that the BDE was in demand, for Homecoming, Casino Night, the Board of Trustees... basically anything and everything. The BDE became the official entertainment of the Babson community.

The first show this year, "Exceed the Limits", was the girls' last show as officers and the end of an era which left the greatest impact on the Dance Ensemble. The BDE's second performance was a milestone in the history of the group. Not only did it welcome a new board of officers, headed by president Karen Fogarty, but it was the farewell performance of its thirteen seniors: Greg Bastia, Nancy Boudreau, Kim Byrd, Nancy Campbell, Deborah Chafin, Diego Gomez, Eric Hachmann, Alex Norman, Aimee Pablo, Suzanne Rizza, Chris Schofield, Amy Toll, and Justin Tulman.

Who would have ever thought that a bunch of business students, all from different backgrounds, would have come together through dance to develop such a creative and technically strong group. And who would have ever thought that so many wonderful and lasting friendships would have developed through the spotlight on that little stage at Knight Auditorium.

Unfortunately, during our spring semester, we lost one of our dearest members, Clo Araujo, to a fatal car accident. As a group, the BDE decided to celebrate Clo's love of dance and spirit of life through the dedication of our second show "All The World's a Stage". She will truly be missed by all of us.
The Dreaded Job Search

It's March, and everywhere you look, there are men and women parading around campus in their business suits. Their main topic of conversation: job positions and salaries.

As the year comes to an end, the jobless seniors flock to the OCS (Office of Career Services, for those of you who have yet to utilize their services) in the hopes of securing their future. Gone are the days when graduating seniors were practically handed their careers as easily as their diplomas were handed to them. In fact, for the first time since the 1930s, graduating seniors are faced with high unemployment and low wages.

There is hope, however, as the recession seems to be winding down and the job market has improved since 1992. Jobs will still be hard to come by, but graduates armed with a good education and the drive to succeed will eventually find the road to success.

— L.P.
Horn Library and Computer Center has played a significant role in the lives and study habits of Babson students. It is difficult to characterize Horn in one word since it means different things to different people. To some, it is the place to study. To others, it is the social center of the campus. It is interesting to note the number of people who confuse Horn with their dorm rooms; like the ones who curl up or lie down in one of the many chairs and sofas, and actually fall asleep!
Members of the Class of 1994

This Babsonian is a chronicle of your life as an undergraduate at Babson. As you look through it, I'm certain it will bring laughter and perhaps a few tears; it will bring back memories of great times and maybe some that you'd just as soon forget. Whatever your recollections, remember that you have earned your degree from the finest undergraduate school of business in the country, and that your Babson education has prepared you well for your future.

You are stepping into a new, exciting and challenging world, but then, you're prepared for that. You are going into a world that is shrinking at an incredible rate, but then, you have learned to think globally. You are stepping into a world where you must understand the needs of those less fortunate, and that you actively help them; but then, if you have taken advantage of all that Babson has to offer, you are already helping those who need your assistance.

You should be proud of all that you have accomplished. I have had the pleasure of meeting most of you, and I want you to know that Babson is a better place because each of you has been a part of it. You have demonstrated an eagerness to excel, whether it has been in the classroom, in the athletic arena, or in a cocurricular activity. You have been a credit to Babson, to your family, and most important, to yourselves.

I offer my heartiest congratulations to you and wish you the very best in whatever endeavor you might choose in the years ahead. You can look to the future with confidence and self-assuredness. Please don't be a stranger to us. I look forward to your returning to Babson as active and loyal alumni.

Sincerely,

William F. Glavin
President
Dedication

Jim Perry

Jim Perry, MBA ’68, was an important part of the Babson Community for six years. He taught courses in business finance and capital budgeting. “His commitment to students, colleagues, pragmatic analysis of Babson’s financial priorities helped the college establish a path toward continued financial stability.”

A celebration of Jim Perry’s life was held in Knight Auditorium on October 15, 1993 where many members of the Babson community paid tribute to Jim in stories and anecdotes. It is because of Mr. Perry’s commitment to Babson and in memoriam that we dedicate this yearbook.

Source: Babson Bulletin
In Memoriam

Clo Arajo
75 Years of Babson

ORGANIZATIONS
CONGRATULATIONS
to
AAP
Organization of the Year

Left to Right: Amy Williams — Overnight Coordinator, David Wackman — Greeter/Ambassador Coordinator, Jennifer Wardell — Head Coordinator, Craig Derryberry — Tour Guide Coordinator, and Sarah Dyer — Special Events Coordinator.

The Admission Assistant Program is a student run organization that works out of the Undergraduate Admission Office. There are approximately 250 members who volunteer for the five branches of the AAP. The five branches are: Tour Guides, Greeters, High School Ambassadors, Over-night Hosts, and Special Events. Our purpose is to inform prospective students and their families on what Babson is all about. Besides telling them the facts of the school we try to convey the feeling of being a Babson student through the experiences we've had here.
The Babson Asian Student Association (BASA) promotes various Asian cultures within the Babson community, and enriches the Asian student's educational experience through social interaction. BASA gives its members the opportunity to bring the Babson community a rich cultural heritage that will give them the chance to understand and explore Asian cultures. Each member is given the opportunity to participate in the planning and implementation of social, cultural, and academic programs and activities.
The Babson Christian Fellowship provides opportunities for worship, fellowship, instruction, and evangelism to its members. They also seek to promote the Christian spiritual and social life to the Babson community.
The Babson Marketing Association (BMA) is an academic club that provides students with information on all fields of marketing. This is provided through speakers, seminars, and networking nights.
Cardinal Key is a National Honor Society recognizing students who excel in academics, leadership, and extra-curricular activities. The Society honors those students who have consistently displayed these qualities and inspired them in others. During the past year, 1993-94, Cardinal Key sponsored a Sophomore Recognition Reception, at which President Glavin spoke to acknowledge the sophomores who have already displayed academic excellence and to encourage them to participate in extra-curricular activities.

The Babson Chapter of Cardinal Key also raised money in the fall semester to aid the Needham Community Council in its Winter Holiday's Assistance Program. The spring semester was dedicated to raising money for Juvenile Diabetes, as well as supervising the elections for Student Government. These and other activities encourage intellectual achievement, campus participation, and help to promote Babson College within the local communities.
The European Connection's primary purpose is to provide the Babson Community with a platform for information and discussion on economical, political, and cultural issues concerning Europe, as well as maintain relations with European Alumni for networking and information purposes. Members are given access to a list of European Alumni whom they may wish to contact. In addition, counseling sessions are held for those interested in studying abroad.

Past events include:
— Where East Meets West: A panel discussion and slide show presentation on German Unification and liberalization of Eastern Europe.
— Spring Ball: Performance by the Harvard-Radcliff Orchestra where Classical themes, including the Waltz, were taught to students by a professional dance instructor.
— Octoberfest Celebration: Various dishes and alcoholic beverages from Germany were prepared by the European Connection in a Co-Sponsored event with CAB.

The European Connection has worked extensively with the office of Undergraduate Admissions to promote the study abroad program. Other events sponsored throughout the year include a week long International Film Festival, trips to the Museum of Fine Arts, and an Earth Day celebration during Spring Weekend.
Hillel

The Hillel is a Jewish Student Association which conducts activities to promote socializing among Jewish students at Babson, as well as other schools in the Boston area.
The College Judicial Board is a forum through which any member of the Babson community may pursue a complaint against an undergraduate student. The purpose of the board is to protect the rights of the Babson community, to assure that all parties receive fair process on the handling of complaints, and to assist students in becoming responsible citizens and accepting the consequences of their behavior. The College Judicial Board is composed of a diverse pool of members representing the three constituent groups of the Babson community, and includes a student chairperson, ten students, four faculty members, and four representatives from the administration and staff. The Board hears approximately twenty cases each year and handles both academic misconduct and behavioral complaints.
Student Government Administration

The SGA consists of the members of the SGA Executive Board, Student Steering Committees, and the Residence Hall Representatives. They form an entity which plans activities, improves campus resources, and voices student opinions.
CONGRATULATIONS

to

The New SGA Executive Board

Out with the Old In With the New

Congratulations for a job well done to the former Executive Board: President — Carrie Basler (pictured at right), Executive VP — John Kiladis, VP Communication — Christy-Rae Jacobsen, VP Finance — Bob Lee, VP Social — Lynn Morrill, VP Licensing — Rich Bradbury

The New Members of the Executive Board are:
President — James Francis
Executive VP — Erik Masci
VP Finance — Bob Lee (not pictured)
VP Social — Denise DeCosta
VP Communications — Dave Visco
VP Licensing — Jeff Gerson
When it comes to studying, students often come up with methods which seem to work best for them. Some prefer to study alone, while others enjoy socializing while they study. Some wait until they are in class to catch up on reading, and others talk to professors to stay ahead. Since there is no “right” way to study, it would be nice if it was effective.

— M.T.
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SPORTS
Women's Soccer

Finishing their season as one of the top teams in New England Division III soccer, the Women's Soccer team posted an impressive 17-2 record. As New England Women's Eight Conference Champions for two consecutive years, the team also competed in the ECAC Division III Tournament, finishing second behind Bowdoin College.

Led by seniors, Julie Tienken (captain), Kate Clancy (captain), Lori Vengrow (captain), Michelle Conlon and Michelle Pero, the team dominated the conference with a perfect 8-0 record. Highlights of the season included wins against New England ranked Salem State College (3-2), Bridgewater State College (2-0), and Connecticut College (1-0).

Leading the team in scoring was All-American Tienken with 18 goals and 5 assists, followed by sophomore Janice Cutler with 11 goals and 1 assist, and Vengrow with 3 goals and 9 assists. The duo of junior Rose DeMayo and freshman Steph Balaouras provided solid defense in net. Also steady on both offense and defense were starters junior Helen Karalis and sophomore Maura Flemming.
The Men's Soccer team ended their season with an impressive 13-3-1 record. For the sixth consecutive year, the Beavers qualified for the NCAA Division III tournament. Unfortunately, they were on the losing end of a 1-0 battle that proved to be one of the most exciting matchups of the season for the Beavers.

Top scoring honors go to junior Craig Porter (Dartmouth, MA). Craig, a two time Div. III All New England selection, netted 8 goals and 7 assists for a total of 23 points. Also in the running were senior All New England Dan Deresh (Waterbury, CT) with 6 goals, of which 3 were game winners, and 7 assists. Sophomore Scott O'lmiston (Northboro, MA) made an impressive impact his first season with 4 game-winning goals that brought his season total to 7.

Contributing to the scoring threat and depth of Babson's dangerous front line were senior David McEachern (Weymouth, MA) and sophomore David Cohen (W. Hartford, CT). Freshmen Pat Cavanaugh (Minneapolis, MN), Bryan Zolad (Newington, CT), and Marcus Olafsson (Sweden) will be sure to provide intensity to play and excitement for the fans next season.

Babson's midfield was anchored by junior co-captain John Sciple (Harvard, MA). John led a cast of many, and will be looked to for his leadership next year. In the midfield, strong performances were put in by senior Erik Isbrandtson (Marblehead, MA), junior Jim Craco (Madison, CT), and sophomores Matt Connely (Reading, MA) and Rocco Mastrodomenico (Morris Plains, NJ). The midfield lost the "blue collar" talents of junior midfielder Andrew Lynch (Chelmsford, MA) to a broken leg early in the season. Next year, Andy will be looking to reassert his role as an impact player.

Babson Men's Soccer has traditionally been built on a strong defense and this year was no exception. Senior All New England stopper Michael Loudermilk (Avon, CT) anchored the Beavers' defense that consisted of senior David Allee (Rockville, CT), junior Jon Cloutier (NH), and sophomores Arthur Tzouganatos (Framingham, MA) and Matt Calawa (Pepperell, MA). Goal keepers Kevin Sampson (Hingham, MA) and Derek Ross (Bernardville, NJ) combined efforts to post 8 shutouts throughout the season. This defensive unit allowed only 14 goals all season, which contributed to a season high national ranking of 3.

The seniors compiled an overall record of 60-11-8 over the course of their four years; an impressive career that serves as a challenge to the freshman class of this year and years to come.

Congratulations Babson Soccer '93.
Good luck Babson Soccer '94.
The women's varsity volleyball team had an outstanding season finishing with a record of 22-6. The team succeeded twice in beating long time rival Wellesley College, along with advancing to the semi-final round of the New Eight Tournament.

Coach Paula DiSalvo joined the squad two years ago, and returned for her third year. She played a large role in the team's success. She was assisted by manager Kai Young, who has been a constant supporter of the team for three years. The team greatly appreciates both Coach DiSalvo and Kai, and would like to thank them for their hard work and dedication.

The team welcomed two new players: freshman Jen Carta whose enthusiasm and setting ability will continue to be an asset to the team, and sophomore Jen Allabaugh who came just when the team needed an additional powerful blocker and spiker. Sophomore Cara McGinnis and junior Robyn Weise returned to the squad for an outstanding season with their strong front row play. The team will be losing five veterans who played a key role in the team's accomplishments over the past four years. The graduating seniors are: Michelle Sevigny, Jennifer Jeffrey, and tri-captains Kara Cooney, Tonya Strange, and Wendy Wilcox. Each of the seniors would like to wish the team the best of luck next season and for a great concluding year both on and off the court!

A great deal can be said about the 1993 Women's Volleyball Team, and the poem Robyn Weise wrote at the conclusion of our season is a precise summary:

There will always be those times you remember
Those people you'll never forget
Our team has been one of those treasures
Whom playing with, I'll never regret

Each member contributed something special
Something that made us unique
We drew out the best in each other
Each striving to reach our own peak

In reflection of our season
My memories will be nothing but fond
For a team of such talented players
Who formed such a special bond

I'm not sure what made us so special
I'm not sure I ever will
I do know this team was something to be proud of
A team to be proud of still

While next year will be another great season
As every passing year should be
Nothing will be able to compare
To the Volleyball of 1993.

— Kara Cooney
RUGBY
Division Champions
Women's Field Hockey

After a preseason trip to the Bermuda International Hockey Festival, the Women's Field Hockey team entered this year's season with the strongest senior class ever. Among the seniors were three four year starters Kerry Laughlin (captain), Ann-Marie Andersen (captain), and Jackie Avery. The three other key seniors included Danielle Cote, Britta Andersen, and Robyn Medeiros. These athletes brought the team to a new level and made this year the best season ever.

This year the women's team posted a record of 11-7-0. For the first time in its history, Babson beat Wellesley and W.P.I., with scores of 3-2 and 1-0 respectively. These two teams have been major rivals and beating them was the highlight of the season. The team also made it for the first time to the final round of the New Eight Tournament. This final game was not only the best played of the season, it was also the most exciting. Although Babson was defeated, they fell into a nationally ranked team after two grueling overtimes and a stroke off. Another major feat for the team was qualifying for the ECAC Tournament. No other team in Babson's history had ever qualified before. All of these accomplishments contributed to most successful season in Babson's history.

The team had many individual honors as well. Captains Kerry McLaughlin and Ann-Marie Andersen were named to the New Eight All-Conference Team, The North South Senior All-Star Team, and The Regional All-American Team. Other honors include Jen Archambeault (goalie) being named to the New Eight All-Conference Team and the Regional All-American Team. Although not honored individually, the underclassmen deserve special recognition for helping to make the Babson Women's Field Hockey Team a force to be reckoned with. A special thanks also goes out to Ann, Kristin, Ritika, and Linda for all their help and hard work. Thanks for a fun four years and good luck in the future.

— The Graduating Seniors
Ski Team

The 1993-94 ski season proved to be one of success and growth. This year, the Beavers moved into a more competitive division which included such schools as Boston College, Plymouth State, and UMass Amherst.

The Women's success was partly due to the outstanding individual performances of newcomers Christen Clark, Megan Easterly, and Amber Satagaj. Furthermore, veteran captain Jodi Hankin added consistent depth and leadership to the team. The Women's season was highlighted when Christen earned an invitation to the Regional Championships. Unfortunately, the Women's team as a whole just missed the opportunity to attend Regionals, being edged out by Brown University in the last race of the season.

The Men's team started out the season with much promise. Unfortunately, due to injuries and unforeseen circumstances, the team was unable to compete as effectively as they would have liked to. However, the year did provide outstanding performances by veteran co-captains Keith Bagley and Ryan Evan czyk. In addition, the season demonstrated strong contributions and future excellence from freshmen Brian Schwalbach and Hank Hardaway.

The 1993-94 season will be remembered as one of growth. Next year, all but one racer will be returning and Coach Joe Harty anticipates great things for the upcoming ski season.
Men's Basketball

The Men's Basketball team filled four starting positions this year and managed to have a winning season. Justin Beaulieu, the lone captain of this young team, was the only returning starter. Senior Nick Diodati played point guard, and freshman sensation Michael Kingsley joined him in the backcourt. Bryant Richards, who saw a lot of minutes last year, stepped in at power forward, and Glenn Witkoski played small forward. They got a lot of minutes from their bench, a feature which made this team difficult to beat all year long. Greg Xerras, in his last year, played very well off the bench despite being hampered by injuries. There were also three freshmen making contributions off the bench. Tim O'Brien saw the most minutes of the three, playing the inside and outside game, while Randy Freeman and Billy D'Agostino made the most of their opportunities filling in at either forward spot.

The team started the season hot, led by Kingsley and Richards, winning three straight, including two to win the Babson Invitational Tournament. Just before the winter holidays, the team began to slip a little bit, losing two on the road; both in the competitive Lopata Classic in St. Louis.

They then started the new year with a victory over Middlebury in the Purple and Gold Tournament at Williams College. They hit a mid-season slump, losing six of their next eight. Many people has proceeded to give up on them, but these guys never lost hope. They won six of their last eight, including and upset over Tufts, an overtime victory over Norwich Academy, a win over rival CAC opponent W.P.I., and two CAC Tournament victories over MIT and Norwich Academy. They lost their last game to Coast Guard in the finals of the CAC Tournament. They finished with an overall record of 13 wins and 12 losses, and a CAC record of seven wins and five losses. Bryant Richards was rewarded for his consistent play during the season, making first team All-CAC, and Michael Kingsley made second team All-CAC in only his first year. They are a young team, and they will be tough in years to follow.

— Michael Loudemilk
Continuing to prove their strength in New England Division III, the Women's Basketball Team finished their impressive season with a 23-4 record. Playing in their second consecutive NCAA Division III Tournament, the team advanced to the sweet sixteen round of the event which was held in Scranton, PA.

Led by seniors Michele Cote (captain), Tonya Strange (captain), Julie Tienkin (captain), and Liz Edson, the team ended 1993 with a positive note when they won the Genesee Plaza Tournament. Victories included those over nationally ranked University of Muskingum (OH), 84-80 in overtime, and Nazareth College, 75-68.

The winning continued in 1994, as they beat New England ranked Emmanuel College 81-61, Clark University 81-75, and Salem State College 64-58.

Junior Michele Merten led the team's scoring attack with 17.6 points per game, followed by Strange with 14.5 and Cote with 8.1. Strange dominated the boards with 9.0 rebounds per game and Tienken led the team and conference in steals with 4.5 per game.

With the loss of four seniors to graduation, Coach Judy Blinstrub and company hope to continue their winning ways next season.
Men's Baseball

Proving their strength as one of the top teams in New England, the Baseball Team put together an impressive season with over 20 wins. Paced by senior captains Anthony Casto and David DiGangi, the Beavers found themselves at the top of their conference in more ways than one.

During the season, DiGangi and Casto combined to give the team needed power at the plate. Also contributing to the Beaver's success were seniors Miguel Miranda, Marc Cirrone, Joe Crowley and Derek Ross. Highlights of the season included wins against Division III powerhouse UMass Dartmouth (5-2), a two-game sweep against Framingham State (7-3, 10-7) — a first in four years, and a 15-14 win against Division I Dartmouth College.

The team's success can also be attributed to the fine pitching of first-year starters Sam Kilpatrick, Brian Roundtree and Steve Lubelczyk. These three hurlers combined to make the Men's Baseball Team's rotation one of the finest in the conference.
The 1993/94 Women's Cross Country Team finished up its season at the NCAA Championships at UMass Dartmouth. The fierce competition, 38 Division II and III teams, gave the team its most challenging meet. The women endured vigorous weeks of training which included running over 35 miles per week, all in anticipation of the starting gun. The team climbed 15 spots from last year, placing 23rd. This season was the team's best in history.

Senior captain Jill Maguire finished up her college running career. She was voted M.V.P. for the past 3 seasons, and her leadership and dedication will be sorely missed. Junior captain Dale Parry, who improved tremendously this fall, will continue as captain next year. Senior captain Heather Edelstein also sped up her pace and finished her college running career on a high note. Other runners include: senior Marisa Di Mauro, juniors Michele Goulet, Suzanne Patenaude, Julie Price, and Katie McCarthy, and last but not least freshman Heidi White.

Special thanks to Coach Hutch! His dedication and friendship are the powers behind the team. Watch out for Babson Women's Cross Country next fall!

— Jill Maguire & Dale Parry
Men’s Cross Country
The Men’s Cross Country team has been in a period of rapid growth for the past few years. This year was certainly no exception, with a continual placement in the top ten of the weekly coaches poll. A good deal of this success has been thanks to Coach Scott “Hutchy” Hitchinson. Hutch has a rigorous summer training schedule for the team that was actually followed by all the runners on the team, as compared to the slacking bunch of years past. The first week was spent in double sessions to whip everyone into even better shape for the tough season ahead.

Led by senior Co-captains Eric “Super Sulldog” Sullivan and Gary “Ronkles” Ronkin, this tandem instilled the belief that we were a top team along with the leadership to take us to the top. Finishing the year with a record of 56 wins and 17 losses and 11th at the New England Division III championships, Babson continued the trend of staying with leaders and even beating a number of top ranked schools.

The top three men on the team, Eric Sullivan, Wally “Gator” McNamara, and Brian “Baby Face” Dowd each led the team at one time or another during the race. The front three set the tone for the team to run as a close-knit pack of runners. The depth of the next six runners, consisting of Jason “Fro-Jo” Froio, Scott “Crazy Legs” Almeida, Jeff “See ya, wouldn’t wanna be ya” Shaw, Sean “Superfly” Weiss, David “Wafflehead” Woelful, and Mike “McGinty” McGurk really made the team what it is. With everyone picking up the pace week after week along with strong internal rivalries, the team improved its times both as individuals and as a collective “Big Dog” pack.

The support, inspiration, and downright more fun-loving people on the team who constantly pushed the varsity team were Bryndon “Brynn Baby” Bay, Josh “Gimmie a Beer” Hartwell, Drew “Tex loves sex” Hamilton, John “Where is he?” Lee, and Andy “Clark” Haggert. Each dropped their times in race after race and are poised to take up the slack when the three seniors on the team graduate.

Good luck for a great season next year. With the right set of runners now in place, this team will be doing more than just knocking on the door of Division III cross country, it will be in the midst of its leaders.

— Eric Sullivan
Men’s Swimming
The 1993-94 edition of the Men’s Varsity Swim team got a slow jump off the blocks but rebounded in time to produce one of their most successful seasons. Captain Tim White led the Beavers into battle as they emerged victorious against Brandeis University during their first meet of the year. The meet was one of the year’s most exciting as senior Scott Van Campen touched out his Brandeis counterpart in the final 400 freestyle relay, an event Babson needed to win. The rest of the first semester did not go as smoothly as Babo finished with a disappointing 2-3 record.

The annual training trip to beautiful Fort Lauderdale, Florida, however, seemed to inject the team with a healthy shot of adrenaline. Tanned, buffed, and in superior cardiovascular shape, the Beavers were eager to begin second semester competitions.

The results were extremely positive. Except for a close defeat of the powerful Coast Guard team, Babson easily demolished all opponents who dared to swim in the same pool. Perhaps the most gratifying victory of the season came on January 29, 1994, as the Beavers trounced Norwich by 19 points. The win was so special because Babo had lost a year earlier to the same squad by just one point.

The duel meet season ended with a respectable record of 8-4. The season, however, was not yet over. The annual New England Championships were scheduled for the final weekend of February at Bowdoin College. Head Coach Rick Echlov was determined that Babson would not repeat last year’s 15th place performance.

From the opening relay, the team swam superbly. The majority of swimmers swam career best times. Senior lan Merriam placed 7th in the 100 yard breaststroke, the highest finish by a Babson swimmer in an individual event. Babo’s relays were also successful, with many garnering top 8 performances.

As a result of three rigorous, enduring days of swimming, the men in the green and white placed 10th overall in New England, a jump of five places from the previous year. Coach Echlov was encouraged by the whole season and expects the team to work even harder next year.
Lacrosse

It may seem a long time ago; though it wasn’t long at all
That we all met each other; in a green gym, oh so small.

There were many new faces, some nervous and some tall
Blending quickly to a team, the love of lacrosse shared by all.

Many miles we ran, a zillion sprints on the track
We stretched our sore muscles and one hurt her back.

We traveled south together, taking everything in stride
We practiced, played and tanned, we were tourists with pride.

With Dennison, Wooster and Maryland, we tested our mettle
With Cyd’s help and assistance, our skills began to settle.

We came back to the ice and snow on the field
But for our alumni, the long, cold winter did yield.

Once games started, they came fast and often
Three times each week, we never did soften.

Now we’ve played all our games, we’ve been tried and tested
We learned from some, while others we bested.

Now it’s time for post-season, a fresh start toward the end
The NEW8 does beckon, and we throw caution to the wind.

You know all the plays, you’ve worked hard on your skill
Green, Jake, White and Fist together will kill.

Get to ground balls, make your checks clean and strong
Scoop up their bad passes, with strides fast and long.

So go and be ready, go strong to the goal
Play together as one, with each in her role.

So go and be ready, play hard and play smart
Pass quick, shoot true, and through it all, PLAY WITH HEART!
Men’s Tennis

The Men’s Tennis team is a Division III sports team and competes against various schools within this division. Some of the best known matches are against their top rival, Bentley College, and others such as Bryant, Brandeis, Bowdoin, UMass Lowell, Tufts, and other Division III teams.

In recent years, the team has been quite competitive and always finishes impressively near the top of their division. They are guided by team coach Brett Lawton, who has helped them improve under his encouraging supervision and leadership. Each year, the team also participates in a weekend long tournament, the New Englands, which takes place at the University of Connecticut. They have always played competitive matches against all of their opponents and look forward to competing each year.

The captain of the team, Brian Lazarus, has also helped lead the team along with his senior teammates Frederick Miller, Ernesto Suarez, and Andres Coles. Throughout the four years, these players have learned the difficulties of achieving success on and off the court. One example of this is the doubles pair of Brian Lazarus and Greg Bauer. They have achieved success by combining for a remarkable 12-2 lifetime record throughout the start of the spring 1994 season.

In addition to the seniors, junior Greg Bauer, sophomore Dirk Saubier, and freshmen Jorge Iglesias and Bryan Mandel also play a key role in the success of Babson’s men’s tennis team. After winning their first match of the season against Bentley College 7-2, another successful season is deemed likely. The team will miss their senior teammates and wish them well in all future endeavors.

— Brian Keefe
Women’s Tennis

The team objective for the 1993-94 season was to finish in the top half of our competitive Division III group with schools such as Brandeis, MIT, and Wellesley. We ended our best season with a record of 7-7 posing a threat to any team. At the New England Tournament held at Amherst College, Babson finished in an incredible 12th position.

The young team with three freshman and two transfer students proved to be competitive in matches. Our regular singles players — Betsy Longsjø (freshman), Helen Maloney (transfer), Fatima Carrion (sophomore), Monica Morales-Munoz (senior-captain), Kelly Mulligan (junior), and Allison Good (freshman) — fought for every ball and showed aggressiveness in the court. Julia Genfan (junior), Val Masnicki (freshman), Shari Witkin (junior), Veronica Tuss (freshman), and Stephanie Lin (transfer) also had great performances during the season. The doubles, Betsy-Helen, Allison-Val, and Monica-Kelly, played offensively and achieved great wins.

Under the leadership of Marybeth, the new coach, next year’s team will have a terrific season.

Good luck,
Monica.
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Letter from the Editor

I vaguely remember our first yearbook meeting. I volunteered myself to be the Photo Editor without realizing what I was getting myself into. There were 15 members then, by the next meeting the number had dwindled down to 2. Throughout the year, our staff consisted of myself (the editor-in-chief) and Nicole Jensen (my right arm).

Up to this day, I don’t know how we did it! I can only remember all the time I spent cursing those who deserted us. I still have not been able to figure out what went wrong. I was always clean; I showered each day and wore perfume. I never shouted or swore at them. And, although I do not eat meat, I am not a cannibal either. I never did anything that could be classified as offensive and so I cannot understand why they never came back again. I resorted to bribing my family members into sacrificing their Saturday afternoons to write, edit, and type in an attempt to finish up the yearbook.

Seriously though, I am happy to announce that we will be getting our yearbook relatively on time. I want to thank everyone who submitted pictures and/or wrote a paragraph about their sport or organization. And, special thanks to Melissa Forest, Nicole Jensen, D Phan, Garrick Tan, and Mariane Tan for making this yearbook a reality.

In closing, I would like to say “Congratulations!” to my fellow classmates, the class of 1994. I wish all of you good luck and success for the future. Hope to see you all again at our class reunion!

Linh Phan
Editor in chief